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Academic Day starts with –  

 Greeting with saying ‘Namaste’ by joining Hands together following by 

2-3 Minutes Happy session, Celebrating birthday of any student of 

respective class and National Anthem.  

 

Lecture Starts with-  

 

 Topic to be discussed today- Today We will discuss about 

ALGORITHM  

 Lesson deliverance (ICT, Diagrams & Live Example)-  

 Diagrams 

 

Introduction & Brief Discussion about the Topic 

The word Algorithm means ” A set of finite rules or instructions to be 

followed in calculations or other problem-solving operations ” 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/fundamentals-of-algorithms/
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Or 

” A procedure for solving a mathematical problem in a finite number of steps 

that frequently involves recursive operations”. 

 

Use of the Algorithms: 

Algorithms play a crucial role in various fields and have many applications. 

Some of the key areas where algorithms are used include: 

1. Computer Science: Algorithms form the basis of computer 

programming and are used to solve problems ranging from simple 

sorting and searching to complex tasks such as artificial intelligence 

and machine learning. 

2. Mathematics: Algorithms are used to solve mathematical problems, 

such as finding the optimal solution to a system of linear equations or 

finding the shortest path in a graph. 

3. Operations Research: Algorithms are used to optimize and make 

decisions in fields such as transportation, logistics, and resource 

allocation. 
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4. Artificial Intelligence: Algorithms are the foundation of artificial 

intelligence and machine learning, and are used to develop intelligent 

systems that can perform tasks such as image recognition, natural 

language processing, and decision-making. 

5. Data Science: Algorithms are used to analyze, process, and extract 

insights from large amounts of data in fields such as marketing, finance, 

and healthcare. 

These are just a few examples of the many applications of algorithms. 

The use of algorithms is continually expanding as new technologies and 

fields emerge, making it a vital component of modern society. 

Algorithms can be simple and complex depending on what you  

want to achieve. 

 

1. Clear and Unambiguous: The algorithm should be unambiguous. Each 

of its steps should be clear in all aspects and must lead to only one 

meaning. 

2. Well-Defined Inputs: If an algorithm says to take inputs, it should be 

well-defined inputs. It may or may not take input. 
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3. Well-Defined Outputs: The algorithm must clearly define what output 

will be yielded and it should be well-defined as well. It should produce 

at least 1 output. 

4. Finite-ness: The algorithm must be finite, i.e. it should terminate after 

a finite time. 

5. Feasible: The algorithm must be simple, generic, and practical, such 

that it can be executed with the available resources. It must not contain 

some future technology or anything. 

6. Language Independent: The Algorithm designed must be language-

independent, i.e. it must be just plain instructions that can be 

implemented in any language, and yet the output will be the same, as 

expected. 

7. Input: An algorithm has zero or more inputs. Each that contains a 

fundamental operator must accept zero or more inputs. 

8. Output: An algorithm produces at least one output. Every instruction 

that contains a fundamental operator must accept zero or more inputs. 

9. Definiteness: All instructions in an algorithm must be unambiguous, 

precise, and easy to interpret. By referring to any of the instructions in 

an algorithm one can clearly understand what is to be done. Every 

fundamental operator in instruction must be defined without any 

ambiguity. 

10.Finiteness: An algorithm must terminate after a finite number of steps 

in all test cases. Every instruction which contains a fundamental 

operator must be terminated within a finite amount of time. Infinite 

loops or recursive functions without base conditions do not possess 

finiteness. 

11.Effectiveness: An algorithm must be developed by using very basic, 

simple, and feasible operations so that one can trace it out by using just 

paper and pencil. 
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 University Library Reference- Introduction to Algorithms ( Thomas 

H. Cormen, Charles E. Leiserson, Ronald L. Rivest, and Clifford 

Stein. ) 

 Online Reference if Any. 

 Suggestions to secure good marks to answer in exam- 

 Explain answer with key point answers  

 Questions to  check understanding level of students-  

 Small Discussion About Next Topic-  

 

Academic Day ends with- 

National song’ Vande Mataram’ 

https://www.google.com/search?sca_esv=573120737&cs=0&q=Introduction+to+Algorithms&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAEVTu3LUMBTFRULiBCZsJs027IQPWL9tdTyGghkyDCH9TmxZ9tqSpZWEbLmgomYYPoGaH2E_gJKCjj-gJJtZyeXRuY9zj-49Org8XpKlByqVeMHTW1xRvpY1WeSUtmKBKF8wTit-S0jJxdaZgrfOo2W19P1cq0KjHm2d0x0OciIkxNrQshghGIW_ddxdajRWxUgswCACe1CEm3yUhumRH7e2RSq4R2I4teh5lPoTbGWCbDQfN-HK97DN7uOBodAq4gqTRLfZxDPusxU0WKSdSnGFrZQQNRtDonGMMh4qO16jOQckNbgNYQYCpPbafJVmkPGplxZJPA7hvnZSM97CPYi9UYHYRNbxioQpMlaJnnBlJaJG6KqIB-tA52UMTbTvVQPK8WRQM9wJn2BdAJ5Mn5Cv-MSxKFzddT3acekmGMz3RD7UavIMyWGD7Vxd4EHgF5Ep0w0wzHFi9qVrCiOmLhgX2G_2ZYMkBio3dvBNJdlktRYg1aHBVQJASOLOOhSkuO1zyzdeP9akiSzOKhg2g92DRmSME3_aC80wzyKbj-JayT5JLK4bBdqc_XG-OCdnf__9Pp9_dr79-PnL-eSevaVUlFhfl_hWlvCGzi7cw9edXEs9O5kfuw934zRMzd67Jx9KeUOvKFwjPXs5e-4eX5Ukvzumd2j2zHVfUYzLQq5pN7uYn7tPloV9WN7f4OXj6_0qtXEWFWp8cPr9YP6mk5zCj_dxC0kXL8zhiq-Hzn-54Vdd1QMAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjpgMSS4PKBAxVQVmwGHcrkDuoQ7fAIegUIABCrBQ

